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In the last ten years a number of high profile retailers have disappeared from the high street, 

such as Comet, Woolworths, Toys R Us, BHS and more recently we have seen large 

store closures from retail giant House of Fraser. 

Today we look at the reasons behind these closures, also looking for any associated trading 

opportunities to them. 

THE RETAIL ENVIRONMENT 

The high street has always been a competitive place, but as recent trends have indicated, 

there has been  a significant move towards online shopping more than ever, hence people 

are purchasing and visiting stores less. The problems lie with price competition: large store 

overheads such as rent, business rates, staff etc form a percentage on the cost of goods 

purchased by consumers, while the internet provides a means to reduce these overheads, 

therefore costing less than the high street. 

If the price was the only issue, the high street simply wouldn’t exist as people still enjoy 
browsing and the tangible element of shopping. The retailers need to put more emphasis on 
the experience rather than the actual price of a good or service, as it is the experience that 

will draw consumers away from their computer screens and back in physical stores.  

TRADES TO CONSIDER: 

Often the major landlords are private real estate owners, therefore short exposure can be 

difficult, yet there are still a few short opportunities to consider. 

Legal and General, Standard life and Aviva, all have long term pension funds invested 

into commercial property. From the way the market is going, commercial property is not 
looking that great, and the NAVs of these funds may be readjusted to reflect this, a by prod-
uct will be clients pulling their money out of these areas which in turn will make the share 

price under perform.  

Around £35bn, or 7%, of the total investment in UK commercial property is invested in these 

funds. 

Around 75% of small businesses use commercial property as collateral for loans, so they 

could face problems with their banks if prices fall too sharply. Banks also use commercial 

property to count towards their capital buffers; at the end of 2015 around 55% of their core 

capital – their main safety net in a crisis – was based on commercial property. 

In 2016 the commercial property funds that were frozen will also be worth revisiting for a short 

opportunity. 

Equity plays such as Intu Properties recently has fallen below its £2/share support level, and  

this also can be highlighted as a short opportunity. Property in general may be affected by the 
downturn in the high street,  British Land can also be seen as a target for shorting, but also as 
the possibility of a fall in house builders.  



 

Obvious retail positions that are currently being shorted are highlighted below: 

These shorts are mainly from hedge funds using long term shorting strategies that are not 

available to the public. Though with the spectacular collapse of Carillion if your timing is 

good the a simple short CFD on these companies with a dynamic stop loss can lead to 

good returns. 

 

Debenhams and Game are seen as weak with both positions moving further on the news 

of House of Fraser CVA.  

EQUITY PURCHASES TO CONSIDER 

 

Boohoo is an obvious choice and one which has recently picked up over the £2/share 
mark, this could go on to test the 2.50 level. The company is an online fashion retailer in a 
similar vein to ASOS. 



Tritax Big Box REIT PLC could also be a slow burner—The company is a REIT that invests 

into distribution centres for the likes of Ocado and Sainsburys, so the business undoubtably will 

be used to further internet purchases online. It carries a 4.2% dividend yield, attractive for in-

come investors.  

The job market is going to be saturated with semi-skilled or unskilled labour from a retail envi-

ronment and training and education will be a focus.   

With people having less disposable income, faced with rising living costs, the mainstream luxury 
market will not do well - people may decide to for example stay in on a Friday instead of going 

out to their favourite restaurant and order cheap takeaway food.  

We hope you have enjoyed this report on the changing face of retail. 

Risk Warning Disclaimer 

 

Although the author and publisher have made every effort to ensure that the information in this 

publication was correct at press time, the author and publisher do not assume and hereby dis-

claim any liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused by errors or omissions, 

whether such errors or omissions result from negligence, accident, or any other cause.  

 

Investments can go up in value as well as down, so you could get less than you invested. This 

information does not constitute personal advice and you should speak to your financial advisor 

before committing to any pension product. Information in this document is for reference use only 

and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed and is subject to change. 

This creates opportunities for investment in such 

companies like Just Eat, which has had an excellent 

year. 


